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Investment Policy Statement 

Summary 
PVS Proxy Voting Guidelines 

(Taft-Hartley) 

The Sawgrass Asset Management Taft-Hartley Voting Policy is based upon the AFL-CIO 
Proxy Voting Guidelines, which comply with all the fiduciary standards delineated by 
the U.S. Department of Labor.  To assist us in our evaluation, we have engaged the 
services of Proxy Voting Service, a division of Institutional Shareholder Services. 

Taft-Hartley client accounts are governed by the Employee Retirement Income Security 
Act (ERISA). ERISA sets forth the tenets under which pension fund assets must be 
managed and invested. Proxy voting rights have been declared by the Department of 
Labor to be valuable plan assets and therefore must be exercised in accordance with the 
fiduciary duties of loyalty and prudence. The duty of loyalty requires that the voting 
fiduciary exercise proxy voting authority solely in the economic interest of participants 
and plan beneficiaries. The duty of prudence requires that decisions be made based on 
financial criteria and that a clear process exists for evaluating proxy issues.  

The PVS Taft-Hartley voting policy was carefully crafted to meet those requirements by 
promoting long-term shareholder value, emphasizing the “economic best interests” of 
plan participants and beneficiaries. PVS will assess the short-term and long-term impact 
of a vote and will promote a position that is consistent with the long-term economic best 
interests of plan members embodied in the principle of a “worker-owner view of value.” 

Our guidelines address a broad range of issues, including election of directors, executive 
compensation, proxy contests, auditor ratification, and tender offer defenses – all 
significant voting items that affect long-term shareholder value. In addition, these 
guidelines delve deeper into workplace issues that may have an impact on corporate 
performance, including: 

• Corporate policies that affect job security and wage levels;
• Corporate policies that affect local economic development and stability;
• Corporate responsibility to employees and communities; and
• Workplace safety and health issues.

All votes will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis, and no issues will be considered 
strictly routine. Each issue will be considered in the context of the company under 
review. In other words, proxy voting guidelines are just that – guidelines. When 
company-specific factors are taken into account, every proxy voting decision becomes a 
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case-by-case decision. Keeping in mind the concept that no issue is considered 
“routine”, outlined in the following pages are general voting parameters for various 
types of proxy voting issues (when there are no company-specific reasons for voting to 
the contrary). 
 
 
I) BOARD OF DIRECTORS PROPOSALS 
 
Electing directors is the single most important stock ownership right that shareholders 
can exercise. The board of directors is responsible for holding management accountable 
to performance standards on behalf of the shareholders.  Sawgrass Asset Management 
holds directors to a high standard when voting on their election, qualifications, and 
compensation. 
 
Votes on entire board of directors take into account factors that include: 
 

• Company performance relative to its peers; 
• Lack of majority independent board; 
• Board diversity; 
• Executive compensation-related (excessive salaries/bonuses/pensions, stock 

option repricing, misallocation of corporate funds, etc.); 
• Failure of board to respond to majority shareholder votes. 

 
Votes on individual director nominees are made on a case-by-case basis, taking into 
account factors that include: 
 

• Poor attendance; 
• Independence of the key board committees (audit, compensation, and 

nominating); 
• Performance of the key board committees; 
• Failure to establish key board committees; and 
• Interlocking directorships. 

 
CEO Serving as Chairman: a principal function of the board is to monitor 
management, and a fundamental responsibility of the chairman is to monitor the 
company’s CEO.  This duty is obviously compromised when the chairman is the CEO.  
Approximately 60 percent of companies in both the S&P 500 and Russell 3000 have 
joint chairman and CEO positions.  A recent McKinsey survey of board members at 500 
U.S. companies found that nearly 70 percent of directors polled said a CEO should not 
run the board.  We WITHHOLD votes from CEOs who serve as chairman, and we vote 
FOR proposals to separate these positions. 
 
Independent Directors: Sawgrass Asset Management believes that a board 
independent of management is of critical value to safeguard a company and its 
shareholders. Board independence helps ensure that directors carry out their duties in 
an objective manner and without manager interference to select, monitor, and 
compensate management. We will cast votes in a manner consistent with supporting 
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and reinforcing this philosophy. Independence is evaluated upon factors including: past 
or current employment with the company or its subsidiaries; the provision of consulting 
services; familial relationships; board interlocks; and service with a non-profit that 
receives contributions from the company. We vote FOR proposals that request that the 
board and/or its audit, compensation, and nominating committees be comprised of a 
majority of independent directors.  We WITHHOLD votes from entire boards that are 
not majority-independent. 
 
Board Structure: Sawgrass Asset Management supports the principle that all 
directors should be accountable to shareholder vote on an annual basis.  A classified 
board is a board divided into separate classes (typically three), with only one class of 
nominees coming up to vote at the annual meeting each year.  As a result, shareholders 
are only able to vote a single director approximately once every three years.  A classified 
board makes it difficult to change control of the board through a proxy contest because 
typically only one-third of the seats will be at stake.  The ultimate result is that classified 
boards can entrench management and preclude most takeover bids or proxy contests. 
Good corporate governance practice supports annually elected boards. We vote 
AGAINST classified boards when the issue comes up for vote. 
 
Cumulative Voting: Under a cumulative voting scheme, shareholders are permitted 
to have one vote per share for each director to be elected and may apportion these votes 
among the director candidates in any manner they wish.  This voting method allows 
minority shareholders to influence the outcome of director contests by “cumulating” 
their votes for one nominee, thereby creating a measure of independence from 
management control.  Sawgrass Asset Management votes FOR proposals to allow 
cumulative voting and votes AGAINST proposals to eliminate it. 
 
Poison Pills: Shareholder rights plans, more commonly known as poison pills, are 
warrants issued to shareholders allowing them to purchase shares from the company at 
a price far below market value when a certain ownership threshold has been reached, 
thereby effectively preventing a takeover.  Poison pills can entrench management and 
give the board veto power over takeover bids, thereby altering the balance of power 
between shareholders and management.  While we evaluate poison pills on a case-by-
case basis depending on a company’s particular set of circumstances, Sawgrass Asset 
Management generally votes FOR proposals to eliminate or redeem poison pills.  We 
vote FOR shareholder proposals to submit a company’s poison pill to shareholder vote. 
 
Proposals on Board Inclusiveness: Sawgrass Asset Management votes FOR 
shareholder proposals asking a company to make efforts to seek more women and 
minority group members for service on the board. A more diverse group of directors 
benefits shareholders and the company. 
 
 
 
II) CAPITAL STRUCTURE 
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Increase Authorized Common Stock: Corporations seek shareholder approval to 
increase their supply of common stock for a variety of business reasons. We vote FOR 
proposals to increase authorized common stock when management has provided a 
specific justification for the increase, evaluating proposals on a case-by-case basis. We 
believe that an increase of up to 50 percent is enough to allow a company to meet its 
capital needs. We vote AGAINST proposals to increase an authorization by more than 
50 percent unless management provides compelling reasons for the increase. 
 
Dual Class Structures: Sawgrass Asset Management does not support dual share 
class structures.  Incumbent management can use a dual class structure to gain unequal 
voting rights.  A separate class of shares with superior voting rights can allow 
management to concentrate its power and insulate itself from the majority of its 
shareholders.  An additional drawback is the added cost and complication of 
maintaining the two class system.  We will vote FOR a one share, one vote capital 
structure, and we will vote AGAINST the creation or continuation of dual class 
structures. 
 
III) RATIFYING AUDITORS 
 
Ratifying auditors is no longer a routine procedure.  Accounting scandals at companies 
such as Enron and WorldCom underscore the need to ensure auditor independence in 
the face of selling consulting services to audit clients.  A study by Richard Frankel, 
Marilyn Johnson, and Karen Nelson found that the ratio of non-audit fees to total fees 
paid is negatively associated with stock market returns on the filing date, indicating that 
investors associate non-audit fees “with lower quality audits and, by implication, lower 
quality earnings." This study also found that companies that pay high non-audit fees are 
more likely to engage in earnings management.  
 
Auditors are the backbone upon which a company’s financial health is measured, and 
auditor independence is essential for rendering objective opinions upon which investors 
then rely.  When an auditor is paid more in consulting fees than for auditing, its 
relationship with the company is left open to conflicts of interest.  Because accounting 
scandals evaporate shareholder value, any proposal to ratify auditors is examined for 
potential conflicts of interest, with particular attention to the fees paid to the auditor.  
We vote AGAINST ratification of a company’s auditor if it receives more than one-
quarter of its total fees for consulting.  We support shareholder proposals to ensure 
auditor independence. 
 
 
 
IV) MERGERS, ACQUISITIONS, AND TRANSACTIONS 
 
Sawgrass Asset Management votes for corporate transactions that take the high road to 
competitiveness and company growth. Sawgrass Asset Management believes that 
structuring merging companies to build long-term relationships with a stable and 
quality work force and preserving good jobs creates long-term company value. We 
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oppose corporate transactions which indiscriminately layoff workers and shed valuable 
competitive resources. 
 
Factors taken into account for mergers and acquisitions include: 
 

• Impact on shareholder value; 
• Potential synergies; 
• Corporate governance and shareholder rights; 
• Fairness opinion; 
• Offer price (cost vs. premium); and 
• Impact on community stakeholders and workforce employees. 

 
Reincorporation: PVS reviews proposals to change a company’s state of 
incorporation on a case-by-case basis.  We vote FOR proposals to reincorporate in 
another state when the company has provided satisfactory business reasons and there is 
no significant reduction in shareholder rights.  We vote AGAINST proposals to 
reincorporate that reduce shareholder rights. In cases of offshore reincorporations to tax 
havens, among other factors, we evaluate the effect upon any and all legal recourse of 
shareholders in a new jurisdiction, potential harm to company brands and image, and 
any actual, qualified economic benefit. 
  
V) EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION 
 
Stock Option Plans: Sawgrass Asset Management supports compensating executives 
at a reasonable rate and believes that executive compensation should be strongly 
correlated to performance.  Stock option and other forms of compensation should be 
performance-based with an eye toward improving shareholder value.  Well-designed 
stock option plans align the interests of executives and shareholders by providing that 
executives benefit when stock prices rise as the company— and shareholders— prosper 
together.  
 
Many plans sponsored by management provide goals so easily attained that executives 
can realize massive rewards even though shareholder value is not necessarily created.  
Stock options that are awarded selectively and excessively can dilute shareholders’ share 
value and voting power. In general, PVS supports plans that are offered at fair terms to 
executives who satisfy well-defined performance goals.  We evaluate option plans on a 
case-by-case basis, taking into consideration factors including: offer price, dilution to 
outstanding share value, dilution to share voting power, and the presence of any 
repricing provisions. We support plans that retain tax deductibility through the use of 
performance goals and oppose plans whose award size exceeds the tax deduction limit. 
 
PVS votes FOR option plans that provide legitimately challenging performance targets 
that truly motivate executives in the pursuit of excellent performance.  Likewise, we vote 
AGAINST plans that offer unreasonable benefits to executives that are not available to 
any other shareholders. 
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Stock Option Expensing: A recent long-term study of stock option awards found that 
there was no correlation whatsoever between executive stock ownership and company 
performance. Given stock option’s accounting treatment of not being charged as an 
expense against earnings, options have provided the ultimate tax dodge for companies 
wishing to lavishly compensate employees. Misused stock options can give executives an 
incentive to inflate their company's earnings or make irresponsibly optimistic forecasts 
in order to cash in on options in hand. Sawgrass Asset Management supports 
shareholder resolutions calling for stock option grants to be treated as an expense. 
 
Proposals to Limit Executive and Director Pay: Sawgrass Asset Management 
votes FOR shareholder proposals that seek additional disclosure of executive and 
director pay information (current SEC requirements only call for the disclosure of the 
top five most highly compensated executives and only if they earn more than $100,000 
in salary and benefits). We vote FOR shareholder proposals that seek to eliminate 
outside directors’ retirement benefits.  We review on a case-by-case basis all other 
shareholder proposals that seek to limit executive and director pay.  This includes 
shareholder proposals that seek to link executive compensation to customer, employee, 
or stakeholder satisfaction.  
 
Golden Parachutes: golden parachutes are designed to protect the senior level 
employees of a corporation in the event of a change-in-control.  Under most golden 
parachute agreements, senior level management employees receive a lump sum pay-out 
triggered by a change-in-control at usually two to three times base salary.  These 
severance agreements grant extremely generous benefits to well-paid executives and 
most often offer no value to shareholders.  Sawgrass Asset Management votes FOR 
shareholder proposals to have all golden parachute agreements submitted for 
shareholder ratification, and we generally vote AGAINST all proposals to ratify golden 
parachutes. 
 
Employee Stock Ownership Plans (ESOPs): PVS generally votes FOR ESOPs 
which allow a company’s employees to acquire stock in the company at a slight discount. 
Such plans help link employees’ self-interest to the interests of the shareholders, thereby 
benefiting the company, its customers, and shareholders and creating long-term 
company value. 
 
VI) SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES  
 
Increasingly, shareholders are presenting proposals related to company environmental 
practices, workplace practices, social issues and sustainability goals. PVS provides 
specific narrative explanations for votes on these types of shareholder proposals. PVS 
evaluates shareholder proposals on a case-by-case basis to determine if they are in the 
best economic interests of the plan participants and beneficiaries. PVS clients select 
investment strategies and criteria for their portfolios. PVS views its responsibility to 
protect plan beneficiary economic interests through the use of the proxy. To meet this 
obligation, PVS votes consistent with the economic best interests of the participants and 
beneficiaries to create “high road” shareholder and economic value. 
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In most cases, Sawgrass Asset Management supports proposals that request 
management to report to shareholders information and practices that would help in 
evaluating the company’s operations. In order to be able to intelligently monitor their 
investments, shareholders often need information best provided by the company itself.  
PVS supports proposals that seek management compliance with shareholder interests to 
ensure that shareholders are fully informed about actions harmful to society with special 
attention to the company’s legal and ethical obligations, impact on company 
profitability, and the potential negative publicity for disreputable practices. 
 
CERES Principles: the CERES Principles, formulated by the Coalition of 
Environmentally Responsible Economies, require signing companies to address 
environmental issues, including protection of the biosphere, sustainable use of natural 
resources, reduction and disposal of wastes, energy conservation, and employee and 
community risk reduction. Evidence suggests that environmentally conscious 
companies may realize long-term savings by implementing programs to pollute less and 
conserve resources while realizing good public relations and new marketing 
opportunities.  Moreover, the reports that are required of signing companies provide 
shareholders with more information concerning topics they may deem relevant to their 
company’s financial well-being. 
 
Many companies have voluntarily adopted these principles and proven that 
environmental sensitivity makes good business sense.  PVS supports proposals that 
improve a company’s public image, reduce exposure to liabilities, and establish 
standards so that environmentally responsible companies and markets are not at a 
competitive financial disadvantage. Sawgrass Asset Management votes FOR the 
adoption of the CERES Principles and FOR reporting to shareholders on environmental 
issues. 
 
Corporate Conduct, Human Rights, and Labor Codes: PVS generally supports 
proposals that call for the adoption and/or enforcement of clear principles or codes of 
conduct relating to countries in which there are systematic violations of human rights.  
These conditions include the use of slave, child, or prison labor, undemocratically 
elected governments, widespread reports by human rights advocates, fervent pro-
democracy protests, and/or economic sanctions and boycotts.  
 
Many proposals refer to the seven core conventions, commonly referred to as the 
“Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work,” ratified by the 
International Labor Organization (ILO).  The seven conventions fall under four broad 
categories: i) Right to organize and bargain collectively; ii) Non-discrimination in 
employment; iii) Abolition of forced labor; and iv) End of child labor.  Each of the 180 
member nations of the ILO body are bound to respect and promote these rights to the 
best of their abilities. PVS supports the principles and codes of conduct relating to 
company investment in countries with patterns of human rights abuses (Northern 
Ireland, Columbia, Burma, former Soviet Union, and China). Sawgrass Asset 
Management votes FOR proposals to implement and report on ILO codes of conduct. 




